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•  Purpose:	  
	  To	  provide	  a	  comprehensive	  database	  with	  
informaQon	  covering	  all	  ﬂights,	  maneuvers,	  Qme	  
slices,	  and	  conversions.	  
•  IniQally	  started	  by	  Eric	  Blood	  
– Analyzed	  data	  ﬁles	  for	  maneuver	  paVerns	  
– Developed	  10	  scripts	  to	  analyze	  data	  ﬁles	  
– Took	  nearly	  20	  hours	  to	  understand	  
– Was	  not	  current	  
Flight	  Maneuver	  Database	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•  Streamlined	  populaQon	  process	  
– 2	  scripts	  used	  to	  add	  new	  data	  set	  
– Takes	  less	  that	  30	  min	  to	  add	  a	  ﬂight	  data	  ﬁle	  
•  Developed	  text-­‐ﬁle	  to	  walk-­‐through	  process	  
•  Now	  tracking	  purpose	  of	  each	  ﬂight	  
•  Added	  Flight	  Database	  Tab	  
•  Updated	  database	  with	  Flights	  62-­‐80	  
My	  ContribuQons	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Flight	  Maneuver	  Database	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Flight	  Maneuver	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•  Desired	  Goal	  
– Fly	  as	  long	  as	  possible	  in	  the	  EAFB	  ROA	  Area	  at	  
constant	  ﬂight	  condiQon	  
•  Design	  Trajectories	  
– Maintain	  boundaries	  and	  current	  wind	  tolerances	  
– Flight	  CondiQons:	  TBD	  
•  Parameters	  to	  use	  to	  opQmize	  ﬂight	  Qme	  
–  Indicated	  Airspeed,	  Wind	  Speed,	  Wind	  DirecQon,	  
Bank	  Angle,	  StarQng	  PosiQon	  
Airspace	  Constraint	  Analysis	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•  Ground	  Circles	  
– Constant	  ground	  track	  (unlimited	  Qme)	  
– Requires	  various	  bank	  angles	  in	  wind	  
– Risk:	  	  Bank	  angle	  inﬂuences	  performance	  
•  Air	  Circles	  
– Constant	  ﬂight	  condiQon	  
– Ground	  track	  pushed	  by	  wind	  (limited	  Qme)	  
– Risk:	  	  Force	  convergence	  in	  short	  Qme	  
Airspace	  Constraint	  Analysis	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Airspace	  Constraint	  Analysis	  
•  Ground	  Circles	  
–  Maximum	  circle	  found	  for	  
ROA	  area	  
–  Bank	  angle	  variance	  
caused	  by	  wind	  
–  FTS	  safety	  zone	  subtracted	  
from	  radius	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•  Air	  Circles	  -­‐	  Which	  Approach?	  
– Boeing	  batch	  simulator	  
•  Full	  airplane	  dynamics	  
•  Time	  consuming	  to	  use	  
•  Steep	  learning	  curve	  
– Develop	  simple	  MATLAB	  numeric	  soluQon	  
•  Quick	  to	  run	  
•  Requires	  debug	  and	  veriﬁcaQon	  
•  Requires	  assumpQons	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•  AssumpQons	  for	  Numeric	  Analysis	  
– Constant	  radius	  circle	  
•  Constant	  bank	  angle	  
•  Constant	  alQtude	  
•  Constant	  airspeed	  
– Constant	  wind	  (direcQon	  and	  magnitude)	  
– Spherical	  Earth	  
– FTS	  safety	  buﬀer	  is	  proporQonal	  to	  the	  radius	  of	  
the	  circle	  ﬂown	  
Airspace	  Constraint	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Ground	  Track	  Mode	  
Airspace	  Constraint	  Analysis	  
Constant wind magnitude, varying wind direction 
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Airspeed	  Sensi3vity	  Mode	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Constant wind magnitude, varying wind direction 
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Star3ng	  Point	  Comparison	  Mode	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Constant wind magnitude, varying wind direction 
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V	  &	  V	  and	  Boeing	  Sim	  
•  V	  &	  V	  
–  Monitor	  procedure	  
–  Connect/disconnect	  
components	  
–  Toggle	  bit	  check	  
–  Rotate/translate	  IMU	  
•  Boeing	  simulator	  scripts	  	  
–  Constant	  bank	  (Air	  Circle)	  
–  Autopilot	  on/oﬀ	  
–  Maintain	  alQtude	  
–  Adjust	  max/min	  bank	  
angles	  
–  Set	  iniQal	  posiQon	  
–  Set	  wind	  components	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–  SQll	  requires	  validaQon	  
•  OpportuniQes	  
–  Applicable	  to	  any	  aircrai	  
in	  ROA	  
•  Threats	  
–  Unknown	  winds	  
–  System	  constraints	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Airspace Constraint Analysis 
Sub	  Goal	  3E:	  	  	  
	  Advance	  knowledge	  in	  the	  fundamental	  disciplines	  of	  
aeronauQcs,	  and	  develop	  technologies	  for	  safer	  
aircrai	  and	  higher	  capacity	  airplane	  systems	  
Agency	  Strategic	  Goal:	  	  
	  Develop	  a	  balanced	  overall	  program	  of	  science,	  
exploraQon,	  and	  aeronau3cs	  consistent	  with	  the	  
redirecQon	  of	  human	  spaceﬂight	  program	  to	  focus	  on	  
exploraQon.	  
X-­‐48B	  ConnecQon	  to	  DFRC	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Flight	  Control	  Theory	  
Inverted	  Pendulum	  
•  System	  modeling	  
•  Root	  Locus	  Design	  
•  PID	  response	  
•  Frequency	  response	  
•  LQR	  Design	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Effect of adding roots and poles 
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QuesQons?	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